Abstract-In this paper, we utilize stochastic geometry to analyze the primary service (PS) outage performance for spectrum sharing in Rayleigh fading environment. Using this approach, the impacts of the secondary service (SS) parameters and wireless environment on the PS outage probability are analyzed. We further obtain a closed form for the PS outage probability. The maximum SS transmitter node density for a given outage probability constraint of the PS is then obtained. We also investigate the impact of secondary spectrum sensing on the PS outage probability. A novel approach is further proposed that provides tight approximation for the PS outage probability. The results of the proposed approach are then validated through analysis and simulations. We then consider power control in the secondary network and show that the truncated channel inversion power control significantly decreases the PS outage probability. Cases with centralized and decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing are also studied, and their corresponding PS outage probabilities are analyzed. Mean spatial throughput of the SS is also analyzed. We further investigate the impact of the PS outage constraint on the spatial throughput of the SS. Extensive simulations confirm our analytical derivations.
Ç

INTRODUCTION
T O improve the utilization of the allocated frequency bands, spectrum sharing is proposed by the Federal Communications Commission [1] . In this method, under certain conditions, a secondary service (SS) is able to access to a frequency band formally allocated to the primary service (PS) [2] , [3] . Various schemes are proposed in the literature for spectrum sharing (see, e.g., [4] ) where they are usually referred to as the dynamic spectrum access (DSA).
In the DSA, the SS dynamically detects and utilizes the spectrum holes or white spaces [3] , [6] . White spaces are those parts of the spectrum allocated to the primary user that are underutilized in some particular times and specific locations. Here, we focus on the overlay spectrum sharing that is also referred to as the opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) [4] , [5] .
In the OSA, the SS utilizes spectrum sensing schemes to detect the white spaces. If the spectrum condition is detected as "idle" (i.e., the PS is inactive), the SS is allowed to transmit its own information; otherwise (i.e., the PS is active), the SS is not allowed to transmit. Therefore, given perfect spectrum sensing, adopting OSA increases the spectrum efficiency while imposes no negative impact on the PS.
In practice, however, spectrum sensing schemes are usually imperfect [3] , [4] . The inaccuracy in the spectrum sensing results in degrading quality of service (QoS) of the PS users. Furthermore, by increasing the number of the SS users, the spectrum sensing inaccuracy may seriously affect the performance of the primary network. Therefore, in the spectrum sharing, it is essential to manage the SS parameters such that the PS QoS constraints including the outage probability and achievable capacity are always kept satisfied.
One of the main parameters to be adjusted is the maximum number of the SS users in a given coverage area of the primary network. To obtain the maximum number of the SS users, in this paper, we employ stochastic geometry (see, e.g., [7] ) that is shown to be a very powerful mathematical tool for performance evaluation of wireless networks (see, e.g., [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , and [12] ). A comprehensive tutorial on the stochastic geometry and its application in wireless communication networks can be found in [13] and [14] .
In [15] , based on homogenous Poisson point process (PPP), upper and lower bounds on the transmitter node density are obtained to satisfy the outage probability constraint in code division multiple access-based ad hoc networks. The impact of fading, power control, and interference cancelation on the outage probability in ad hoc networks are also studied in [16] and [17] . Stochastic geometry has been also successfully adopted for connectivity modeling in ad hoc networks [18] . In [19] , [20] , the authors utilize advanced stochastic geometry to design efficient hierarchical sensor networks with the objective of minimizing the network energy consumption.
In the related literature, stochastic geometry is also employed to analyze spectrum sharing performance. Channel capacity of the SS is the focus of Zhang et al. [21] . Furthermore, in [22] , a distance-dependence path-loss attenuation model is considered, and log-normal distribution is proposed as an approximated probability distribution function of the aggregate interference at the PS receiver. Considering fading effects of the wireless channel as well as spectrum sensing parameters, Ghasemi and Sousa [23] propose an approximation for the distribution of the interference aggregation at the PS receiver. They also analyze the impact of cooperative spectrum sensing among the SS users on the PS outage probability. However, they assume that the SS transmitters are able to identify the spectrum status using signaling channels among the PS receiver and the SS transmitters. Further their work is restricted to calculate the cumulates of the aggregate interference at the PS receiver.
The PS outage probability is also investigated in [22] , [23] ; however, they do not provide closed-form approximations. In [24] , [25] , the authors extended the framework presented in [26] into underlay spectrum sharing. Moreover, in [27] , assuming deterministic exclusion regions around the PS nodes, upper bounds were obtained for the outage in the PS receiver for underlay spectrum sharing. Since the deterministic exclusion counter considered in [24] , [25] , [27] , is a direct result of distant-dependence path loss, by considering fading/shadowing, it is not valid anymore. Instead of that, amoebous-like counter might be more realistic.
In this paper, we extend the perspective presented in [22] and [23] to obtain a closed form for the PS outage probability and investigate the impact of the power control. Moreover, we present a useful approach to obtain an approximation of the PS outage probability. We further show that the proposed approximation follows the actual value closely. We then obtain the maximum density of the SS transmitters corresponding to a given PS outage probability.
Stochastic geometry has been adopted in the related literature to shed light on the performance of the spectrum sharing systems and design new access strategies. In [28] , utilizing the stochastic geometry, a spectrum sharing scenario is developed in which the secondary system is a mobile ad hoc network, and the primary system is a cellular network with orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing technology. In [28] , upper and lower bounds on the PS outage probability are also obtained. Moreover, in [29] , utilizing stochastic geometry for modeling of the primary network, the impact of the PS transmitter density as well as the SS power control on the spectrum sensing performance is analyzed. The system model adopted in this paper is different from those are considered in [28] and [29] .
In this paper, utilizing stochastic geometry approach in modeling the spectrum sharing systems, we obtain a closedform formula for the PS outage probability. In addition to the distance-dependent path-loss attenuation that is considered in the previous studies, we also consider fading in our modeling. In addition, in our analysis, we also consider inaccurate spectrum sensing. Inaccurate spectrum sensing is modeled through a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve that relates miss detection and false-alarm probabilities. The maximum density of the SS transmitters is then obtained based on the PS outage probability as well as the primary and SS parameters.
We also obtain a tight lower bound for the PS outage probability. The validity of the obtained lower bound is also investigated through analysis as well as numerical studies. The obtained lower bound is similar to the one presented in [16] ; however, we show that the outage bound can be obtained merely by considering the particular secondary transmitter that creates the maximum imposed interference at the PS receiver. We further observe that in the obtained lower bound, by substituting the SS transmitter density, s , with ð1 þ a m ðÞÞ 2 s , the lower bound is transformed to a good approximation of the actual PS outage probability, where is the path-loss exponent and a m ðÞ 2 ½0; CðÞÞ is an adaptive parameter. Here, CðÞÞ is a deterministic function of , where utilizing asymptotic analysis has been conducted in [16] , which is obtained as
þ . We also show that this approach is also applicable to log-normal shadowing as well as Rayleigh fading environments. Acceptable level of accuracy and its simplicity are the main advantages of the proposed approach. In comparison to [16] , [17] , and [26] , we obtain a tighter and at the same time simpler approximation for the outage probability.
Further, we include the PS power control in our modeling and analyze its impact on the PS outage probability. We show that the SS power control based on truncated channel inversion significantly decreases the PS outage probability. We further analyze the impact of cooperative spectrum sensing. We consider both centralized and decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing. We then show that in the centralized cooperative spectrum sensing, the density of SS transmitters that experience miss detection approaches to zero. It is also shown that in the decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing, increasing the density of the SS transmitters results in more accurate spectrum sensing and, thus, decreases the corresponding negative impact on the PS.
Here, we also investigate issues regarding the SS performance particularly the mean spatial throughput. Appropriate optimization problems for evaluating maximum spatial throughput in cases with/without power control and cooperative sensing are presented. We then examine the impact of the secondary transmitter density and the PS outage constraint on the spatial throughput of the SS. Moreover, we show that truncated power control mechanism can enhance the spatial throughput of the SS.
The analysis provided in this paper enables us to recognize the essential SS parameters that by adjusting them a certain level of QoS can be guaranteed in the primary network. We also confirm our analytical results through comparing them with simulation results. Simulation results are followed closely by the analytical results, particularly for the case that the SS node density is sufficiently high.
Some simplistic assumptions are made in this paper. First of all, our analysis is generally focused on the homogenous PPP. Cases including nonhomogeneity or clustered point process are not generally in the scope of this paper. Second, we have assumed that the separation distance between the secondary peers is fixed and the same for all nodes. 1 Moreover, we only examine the outage probability on a typical primary receiver. In practice, a network of primary receivers exists. 2 The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the system model. In Section 3, the PS outage probability is obtained, and the impact of spectrum sensing on the PS outage probability is addressed. A new approach to approximate the PS outage probability is developed in Section 4. Section 5 covers the analysis of the impact of the SS power control strategy on the PS outage probability. Centralized and decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing are also analyzed in Section 6. The SS performance is investigated in Section 7. In Section 8, we compare the analytical results with the simulations. Conclusions are provided in Section 9.
SYSTEM MODEL
In spectrum sharing, two services try to access a B Hz spectrum band: the PS, and the SS. The spectrum has been licensed to the PS. The SS does not have the spectrum license, but may acquire access to the spectrum by adopting OSA. The system model we consider in this paper was successfully examined in the previous works see, for example, [22] , [23] .
Channel Model
The wireless channel is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with flat fading. AWGN power spectral density is N 0 . The propagation power loss in this paper is modeled based on a loss function, lðx; yÞ, which returns the path loss between locations x ¼ ðx 1 ; x 2 Þ and y ¼ ðy 1 ; y 2 Þ, x; y 2 IR 2 . In general, lðx; yÞ is a function of
In this paper, we consider distance-dependent path loss, where lðx; yÞ ¼ kx À yk À [9] , [15] . Parameter > 2 is the path-loss exponent, and is a constant that is a function of wireless channel propagation profile as well as the antenna characteristics at the transmitter and the receiver. For brevity, in the rest of this paper, we assume ¼ 1. For x ¼ y, lðx; yÞ ! 1. Since our main focus is to evaluate the probabilistic behavior of the network, this singularity does not have major effect on the obtained results. This assumption has been also made in the related literature, see, for example, [16] and supported by the simulation results presented in Section 8.
Fading is modeled as a random variable (r.v.) g with probability density function (pdf), f g ðgÞ, where g is power gain. Here, we assume that ffiffi ffi g p is a Rayleigh r.v.; therefore, g is an exponential r.v. with mean value 1=, and f g ðgÞ ¼ e Àg UðgÞ (U(.) is the step function) [30] . Based on the aforementioned wireless channel model, the ratio of transmitted power to the received power in a location with distance u from the transmitter is u À g. We further assume that g is independent across different users and at the different locations.
Spectrum Sensing and a Network Model
Consider a single PS transceiver where the receiver is located at the center. We assume that the distance between the primary transmitter and receiver is R > 1. The PS transmits with a fixed power transmission power, S p . The fading in the channel between the primary transmitter and receiver is g p . Therefore, the received power at the primary receiver is equal to S p R À g p . The primary transmitter is surrounded by an SS ad hoc network. The secondary users acquire access to the spectrum by adopting OSA. Each secondary node senses the spectrum and if it is idle, the corresponding SS transmitter starts transmission. Transmission is stopped immediately if PS activity is detected.
The spectrum sharing efficiency is significantly affected by the performance of spectrum sensing. The performance of the spectrum sensing is determined by two important parameters namely probability of false alarm, , and probability of miss detection, [4] . If the spectrum is idle and the spectrum sensing wrongly recognize the spectrum status as busy, a false alarm is occurred. Furthermore, miss detection is occurred in cases where the spectrum is busy, and it is mistakenly recognized as idle. A spectrum sensing with high probability of false alarm results in a lower corresponding achieved SS capacity. This is due to the fact that the false alarm limits the secondary access to the actual idle periods of the spectrum. Miss detection results in imposing interference on the PS by the secondary transmission that may result in an increase in the PS outage probability. The ideal sensing procedure is the one with zero false alarm and miss detection probabilities.
In practice, however, the false alarm and miss detection probabilities are related to each other through an ROC curve, which is a fundamental attribute of each spectrum sensing system [4] . The ROC curve usually relates the detection probability, i.e., 1 À , to . Here, for brevity of expositions, we first assume that the ROC curve is identical for all of the SS users. Cases including distant-dependent ROC are demonstrated in Section 3.3.
Let the SS users be distributed on a plane based on a homogenous PPP with density s . Therefore, for a given region, R, with area A m 2 , the probability of having k active 3 SS transmitters is obtained as
Based on this spatial distribution model, the number of the SS transmitters for two disjoint regions R 1 and R 2 are independent r.v.s [7] . In our modeling, similar to the previous works, for example, [15] , [22] , the distance between an SS transmitterreceiver pair is assumed to be a fixed value. The SS transmission power is also assumed to be fixed. Later, in this paper, we extend our analysis to the case where the SS adopts a power control strategy.
PS OUTAGE PROBABILITY
Here, we analyze the impacts of the activity of the SS users on the PS performance. In particular, our objective is to identify how the density of the SS transmitters affect the PS outage performance.
Miss detection results in SS transmission during the activity period of the PS that imposes interference at the PS receiver. The aggregate interference may result in the PS outage. Therefore, the aggregate interference at the PS receiver is an important measure to model the impact of miss detection on the performance of the PS.
Aggregate Interference
Assume that the primary receiver is located at the origin and surrounded by secondary users. LetÅ s ¼ fX i ; i ! 1g be a PPP with density s that indicates the location of the SS transmitters. Among them, some SS transmitters experience miss detection. 
which corresponds X i 2 ! Å s to g sp;i , where g sp;i is the fading of the wireless channel between the secondary transmitter located at X i , and the primary receiver located at the origin. Set Å s is a homogenous PPP with density f g ðg sp Þ [23] .
Transmissions made by the SS transmitters at X i 2 ! Å s , i ¼ 1; 2; . . . impose an aggregate interference, I , at the PS receiver, where
In (2), u i ¼ kX i k is the distance between the SS transmitter located at X i and the origin.
The Outage Probability
The signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the PS receiver is
where I is the aggregate interference defined in (2) , and W is a r.v. representing the AWGN noise with variance
The outage probability of the PS user is defined as [22] 
where th is the SINR threshold. The outage may be caused by high interference I and/or deep fading (i.e., very low g p ).
It is worth mentioning that in the spectrum sharing literature, an interference threshold constraint, Q, is usually considered which should be satisfied at the PS receiver. Therefore, the aggregate interference imposed by the SS transmissions must be kept below Q. Consequently, as far as the secondary network satisfies the interference threshold, i.e., I Q, the spectrum is accessible [23] and [31] . Using such terminology P p int ¼ Á PfI > Qg namely interference probability can be considered as a performance metric that indicates the impact of the secondary activity on the primary performance [25] . In this paper, however, we mainly consider the outage probability as a metric to study the SS activity on the PS performance.
The following proposition results in a closed-form expression of the PS outage probability. The proposition is a direct result in [9 In practice, the outage probability in the PS requires to be always less than or equal to , which is a system parameter, i.e., P p out . As it is seen in Proposition 1, different factors affect the outage probability. Here, our main focus is to study the impact of s .
For a given system setting, when W ( I , the following proposition provides the maximum SS node density, 
where L is defined in (6).
Proof. See Appendix III, available in the online supplemental material. t u Proposition 2 provides a closed form for the maximum allowable SS transmitter density. It is also observed that for a given PS outage constraint, , the appropriate density of the SS transmitters, s , is related to the wireless channel condition, represented by L, and the PS system parameters including S p , R, and th .
To satisfy a given outage constraint, it is also seen in (39) that the SS may also adjust its power transmission level, S s , and/or . As it is seen, by decreasing miss detection probability , Ã s is also increased. Thus, the SS can adopt a more accurate sensing procedure with a lower miss detection probability and/or reduce its transmission power.
An approach to decrease the miss detection probability is to increase the accuracy of the spectrum sensing by adopting cooperative spectrum sensing. In Section 6, we show that utilizing cooperative spectrum sensing is a promising technique to decrease the PS outage probability.
Another important parameter that could be adjusted to decrease the outage probability, or equivalently to increase Ã s for a fixed outage probability, is S s . To adjust S s , power control can be adopted in the secondary system. In Section 5, we analyze the impact of the power control on the PS outage probability. Remark 1. The above discussion is also consistent with more complicated situations corresponding to the other fading distributions, for example, Nakagami-m model and/or maximum ratio combining receiver in multiinput multi-output channels, where the outage probability in (33) is written as
where N ; K 2 IN are finite sets (see [33] for further details). However, for the cases where the wireless channel is surrounded by obstacles, i.e., log-normal shadow fading is dominant, as well as scenarios in which a power control mechanism is also adopted, a closed-form of the PS outage probability might not be obtained. Therefore, it is required to develop an analytical framework to obtain outage probability approximation with acceptable level of accuracy (see Section 4 for more details).
Remark 2.
In the above discussions, we simply assume identical spectrum sensing for the SS transmitters, i.e., all have the same ROC with the same miss detection probabilities. However, as it was also mentioned in Section 2, miss detection probability may not be the same for different secondary transmitters. For a secondary transmitter located at X i , the performance of the spectrum sensing, among other things, is a function of the distance between the PS transmitter and the SS transmitter, where the spectrum sensing is implemented. It is also related to the fading effect of the corresponding wireless channel.
In the next section, we examine the impact of spectrum sensing on the PS outage probability. Our results indicate that we can efficiently translate the practical spectrum sensing procedure to the simple model that is considered in Section 2.
Impact of Spectrum Sensing
In the following, we study the impact of the distance and fading issues on the outage performance of the PS. We explore energy detector and analyze the performance in Rayleigh fading. Corresponding to a system in which each secondary transmitter has its own ROC and miss detection probabilities different from others, we then propose an equivalent secondary network with identical ROC and miss detection probabilities, which has the same PS outage probability. In [10] and [23] , some approximations are obtained to evaluate PfI > zg based on the cumulants of the aggregate interference I . They showed that shifted log-normal approximation can fairly approximate the exact pdf of PfI > zg. However, this approach coincides with some difficulties as this may not give us a valuable insight to figure out the impact of different parameters on PS outage probability.
Instead of this, in the following, we suggest a novel approach to exchange real spectrum sensing into the framework presented in Section 3.2 without having severe changes on the PS outage probability.
Here, to model the dependency of the spectrum sensing to the distance between the primary and secondary transmitters, we assume that the performance of the spectrum sensing is a function of the received power from the PS transmitter. As it is depicted in Fig. 1 for the ith SS transmitter located at X i , assuming kY i k as the distance between the PS transmitter and the SS transmitter i, the received power of the PS transmitter is equal to
ÞÞ and g ps;i is the channel fading between the primary transmitter and SS transmitter i. The interference-to-noise ratio at the ith SS transmitter because of the PS transmission, ps;i , is
At the beginning of each time slot, each secondary transmitter i measures ps;i and compare it with a given threshold 0 . The output of the spectrum sensing is Dð ps;i Þ, in which Dð ps;i Þ ¼ 1 indicates an idle spectrum, and Dð ps;i Þ ¼ 0, otherwise:
where 0 is a SS system parameter and is related to the sensitivity of the spectrum sensing. It is well known that 0 , among other things, is a function of false alarm probability. In [23] , authors pointed out that for small enough false alarm probability, (9) results almost the same detection probability of the energy detector, i.e., i ¼ Dð ps;i Þ. Remark 3 at the end of this section provides more details. Based on (8) and (9), Dð ps;i Þ is rewritten as
where
LetÅ s ¼ fX i ; i ! 1g be the set including the location of the SS transmitters on a plane. The density of the SS transmitters is s users per unit area. We then define Å s ¼ fðX i ; g ps;i ; g sp;i Þ j X i 2Å s ; i ! 1g, where g ps;i represents the fading between the PS transmitter and the SS transmitter, and g sp;i is the fading between the SS transmitter and the PS receiver. Set Å s ¼ fðX i ; g ps;i ; g sp;i Þ j X i 2Å s ; i ! 1g is a homogenous PPP with density s f g ðg ps Þf g ðg sp Þ.
Let be the density of those SS transmitters that experience miss detection. Set ! Å s Å s includes ðX i ; g ps;i ; g sp;i Þ where for the corresponding SS transmitter Dð ps;i Þ ¼ 1.
We mark each point of set ðX i ; g ps;i ; g sp;i Þ 2 Å s with Dð ps;i Þ, where Dð ps;i Þ is independent among different points but depends on ðX i ; g ps;i ; g sp;i Þ; therefore, the set ! Å s is a nonhomogeneous PPP with density ðiÞ ¼ s f g ðg ps Þf g ðg sp ÞDð ps;i Þ. In Appendix IV, available in the online supplemental material, we obtain the PS outage probability as the following:
Remark 3. Mathematically, this outage probability can be equal to the outage probability derived in Proposition 1 assuming the same ROC and identical miss detection probability eq , which is unknown. Our goal here is to obtain eq . To obtain eq , we can write
Solving the above equation for eq , we have
As a result, instead of evaluating the outage probability with spectrum sensing (9), we can utilize Proposition 1 with the miss detection probability eq . Remark 4. Generally, the ith miss detection probability of energy detector for given false alarm probability is obtained as i ¼ 1 À 1 1þ ps;i for sensing threshold T =N 0 B ¼ À ln [34] . For this case, we can show that
Note that to use simplified spectrum sensing (9), we can choose 0 by solving the following minimization:
which is the minimizing the energy gap between real miss detection probability and miss detection probability based on approximation (9) . Simple manipulation results in
Taking the differentiation with respect to 0 and letting the result equal to zero, there holds 0 ¼ À ln ln 2 À 1. Note that for small false alarm probability 0 obtained above is almost the same as sensing threshold T =N 0 B. Therefore, in the small false alarm probability, sensing (9) is accurate.
This section mainly analyzed the PS outage probability in Rayleigh fading. In the next section, we elaborate new approach to approximate the primary outage with high accuracy in other fading environments.
MAXIMUM INTERFERENCE LINK APPROXIMATION
In [16] , [17] , and [26] , the outage probability in a homogenous Poisson field is approximated using a nearfield set of transmitters. Moreover, it is also shown that this approach results in tight enough lower bounds on the outage probability especially in lower outage probability regime. Therefore, one may simply use lower bounds of the outage probability in [16] , [17] , and [26] as an accurate approximation of the outage probability.
In this section, we derive the lower bound in [17] using a different approach and show that this lower bound is obtained by the maximum interference link approximation. We then extend this result for obtaining a tight approximation of the primary outage. We then investigate the tightness of this approximation through the analysis and simulations.
Simple Lower Bound
In the following, we obtain the above-mentioned lower bound based on merely the SS transmitter with the maximum imposed interference at the PS receiver. We refer to this approach as the maximum interference link approximation. We definê
S s kX i k À g sp;i ; Fig. 2 . PS outage probability assuming spectrum sensing (9) and equivalent miss detection (11) for Rayleigh fading. Simulation parameters are in Table 2 .
which is the secondary transmitter that imposes the maximum level of interference at the PS receiver. 4 We then define r.v.
where I m captures the imposed interference by userî. We then derive the following result.
Proposition 3. In Rayleigh fading environment, lower bound of the PS outage probability is given by (46) where it is merely derived by considering the SS transmitterî, whereî ¼ arg max ðX i ;g sp;i Þ2Å s S s kX i k À g sp;i .
Proof. See Appendix V, available in the online supplemental material. t u
Remark 5. It is worth mentioning that the derived lower bound in Proposition 3 is similar to the one derived in [16] for Rayleigh fading. However, comparing to [16] and [17] , we derived the bound through a very easy argument. In [16] and [17] , a near-field set of transmitters are considered where any individual interferer in this set may cause outage. We show that just one SS transmitterî is enough to evaluate the lower bound of the PS outage probability. Furthermore, we show that this lower bound is tight enough in the context of our system model.
In Fig. 4 , the outage probability is plotted versus s . 5 As shown, the obtained lower bound closely follows the exact PS outage probability. Consequently, one may simply adopt (46) as a performance metric that represents the PS outage probability. Using the obtained lower bound (46) may seem redundant since the exact PS outage probability is given in Proposition 1. However, this derived result is useful in more complicated scenarios such as cases with power control.
Similar to Proposition 2, one can use the result of Proposition 3 to derive the maximum SS transmitter density, Ã s , to satisfy the PS outage probability constraint . Let u;Ã s be an upper bound on the maximum SS transmitter density derived through letting P l;p out equal to . As it is depicted in as the SS transmitter density may not satisfy the PS outage probability constraint, , and consequently imposes unacceptable interference at the PS receiver.
Let P u;p out be an upper bound on the PS outage probability. We may also use an upper bound on the PS outage probability, P u;p out , to derive a lower bound for the maximum SS transmitter density, l;Ã s . Although this approach is rather pessimistic and may sacrifice the system spectrum efficiency. Indeed, to derive an upper bound for the PS outage probability, we can use the Chernoff's bound [16] , [17] . In this case, although the bound is tight, closed-form expression is not attainable. Another upper bound can be obtained utilizing Chebyshev's inequality [16] . However, the obtained upper bound in this way is usually not accurate enough which again may result in spectrum inefficiency.
To deal with the above issues, in the following, we obtain a tight approximation for the PS outage probability.
Tight Approximation
In this approximation, we utilize the maximum interference link approximation by introducing an extra real parameter, a m ðÞ ! 0. This parameter depends on the path-loss exponent and indicates the accuracy of the proposed approximation. For the case of Rayleigh fading environment, by utilizing the obtained closed-form formula in Proposition 1, the value of this parameter is computable. Similar computation are also conducted in Proposition 4. In particular, for cases where th is sufficiently small, it is shown that an accurate approximation is available if a m ðÞ 2 ½0; CðÞÞ, where in such cases CðÞ is a deterministic function of . Indeed, for the case of a m ðÞ ¼ 0, the obtained approximation tends to the lower bound of the PS outage probability. If one set a m ðÞ ¼ CðÞ, the obtained upper bound based on Chebyshev's inequality proposed in [16] can be also obtained. In Section 4.3, we elaborate on the analytical details of the above explanations.
We start from I m I , and note that where th is sufficiently small residual interference, I c m is small enough, so that it may not usually result in an outage at the PS receiver. Therefore, one may approximate I 4. Note that as it is also shown in [17] employing interference cancelation in wireless ad hoc networks, by canceling the most powerful interferer, results in gaining the majority of potential performance. Nevertheless, canceling the reminder of the interferers has not have an eye-catching impact. As a consequence, we anticipate that maximum interference link approximation will successfully follow the actual outage probability.
5. Fig. 4 is partly described here; further discussions regarding the plots are presented later in this section. Fig. 4 . The PS outage probability with different approximations for Rayleigh fading. For simulation parameters, see Table 2 in Section 8.
Here, parameter a m ðÞ þ 1 compensates the impact of the aggregated interference I c m on the PS outage probability in Proposition 3. Optimal a m ðÞ results in accurate evaluation of the outage probability through the lower bound.
In cases, where the path-loss exponent is high, i.e., 3 %
For the cases, where 2 < % < 3, the dominant source of the PS outage is the aggregated interference implied by the SSs. In this case, the primary receiver experiences outage if strong enough interference is implied by the SS transmitterî. Since distance-dependent path-loss attenuation is actually small, the outage may be also experienced in result of interference implied by the other secondary transmitters. Therefore, corresponding to 2 < % < 3, considering a positive small real value for a m ðÞ provides a better approximation comparing to a m ðÞ to zero. Since the pdf of r.v. I m is known, ignoring the noise contribution, we can obtain an approximation for the PS outage probability as
To estimate parameter a m and ignoring the impact of the additive noise, we can use the result of Proposition 1 together with (14) and write
Ss th Sp
Using first order Taylor extension of e Àx as e Àx % 1 À x, an approximated value of parameter a m ðÞ is
where we set E½g (14), where parameter a m ðÞ is obtained adaptively based on (16).
In Fig. 4 , (14) is plotted considering the obtained a m ð4Þ, ¼ 4, from (16) Fig. 4 .
Example 1 (Log-normal shadowing). Here, we obtain the lower bound in (45) for the case of log-normal shadowing. Let g sp and g p be log-normal r.v.s with parameters ðm s ; s Þ, and ðm p ; p Þ, respectively. Log-normal r.v. X with parameter ðm; Þ has the following pdf [30] :
where and are obtained through the following equalities:
2 . Using (45), a lower bound for the PS outage probability is then obtained as
consequently, a tight approximation for the PS outage probability using the result of Remark 2 is obtained as
Fig . 5 illustrates the PS outage probability in lognormal shadowing environment. In this figure, we also illustrate the lower bound of the PS outage probability, P l;p out . As it is seen in this case, the presented lower bound is also tight; however, the gap is greater than that of the case of Rayleigh fading. Moreover, in Fig. 5 , P p out ða m ð4ÞÞ for a m ð4Þ ¼ 1; 2; 3 is also added. As it is observed in this case, P p out ð1Þ also provides a very tight approximation of the PS outage probability. Table 2 .
Discussion
Consider the obtained lower bound in (45). An approximation of the PS outage probability is obtained by replacing s with a scaled version of the transmitter density 2 1þam ðÞ s . For a given a m , adopting the asymptotic expansion in [16] , the following is obtained for the case that th is small enough
If a m ðÞ ¼ 0, the lower bound and the proposed approximation are asymptotically equivalent. However, for obtaining a better approximation comparing to the upper bound obtained in [16] , it is necessary to have
In Table 1 , CðÞ is given for different values of . Note that CðÞ provides an upper bound on the value of a m ðÞ for the cases where th is small enough. Later, in Section 8, it is further observed that even selecting a bit larger values for a m ðÞ, may not result in a meaningful increase in the gap between the actual simulated PS outage probability, and the obtained approximation. The above explanations are presented in Remark 6.
Remark 6. For a spectrum sharing system with the SS density of s and path-loss exponent of , substituting s in (46) with 2 1þam ðÞ s results in a very close approximation of the actual outage probability, where a m ðÞ 2 ½0; CðÞÞ.
In Fig. 6 , we present the impact of the path-loss exponent, , on the PS outage probability, where results of various approximations are also provided. The simulation parameters and scenario are presented in Section 8. In this simulation, the thermal noise effect is also considered. As it is observed, for small and moderate values of , i.e., 2 < 4, the proposed approximation with parameter a m ðÞ ¼ CðÞ=3 outperforms the others. For the case of > 4, the approximations perform similar to each other. Fig. 6 also indicates that for 2 3:5, the distancedependence path-loss attenuation has a positive impact on the PS outage performance. This is mainly due to the fact that the received interference at the primary receiver is reduced since higher path loss is experienced in the link between the secondary transmitter and the primary receiver. It is also seen that increasing beyond 3.5 dramatically increases the PS outage probability. In this case, the received power corresponding to the primary transmitter at the primary receiver is most likely too weak and the PS is in the outage, even without considering the imposed interference.
IMPACT OF SS POWER CONTROL
In some circumstances, although a secondary transmitter detects the spectrum state as idle, the channel between this secondary transmitter and its corresponding secondary receiver may experience deep fading. In such cases, accessing to the spectrum has no benefit for the SS user. Furthermore, such transmission may impose interference at the PS receiver, for example, in miss detection event.
Therefore, a power control strategy based on the channel condition between the SS transmitter and receiver might improve the SS power usage as well as the PS outage performance.
In wireless communications, power control is usually adopted to overcome the fading effects of wireless channel with the objective of increasing spectral efficiency. In power control, the transmitter usually calculates the appropriate transmission power based on the channel condition between itself and the peer receiver either to maximize its power usage, or to optimize other objectives such as throughput.
Various power control strategies with different objectives are proposed in the related literature, see, for example, [30] . Here, to show the impact of power control strategy on the performance of the spectrum sharing, we study the impact of truncated channel inversion power control on the performance of spectrum sharing. Truncated channel inversion power control is shown to be efficient, and at the same time simply implementable [30] .
In [23] , the authors briefly mentioned the effect of the linear role of the statistics of the adopted power control mechanism on the cumulants of the aggregate interference at the PS receiver. In this paper, we elaborate on the impacts of the power control on the PS outage probability. Here, we obtain a tight approximation of the PS outage probability based on the maximum link approximation. In Section 8, we show that power control mechanism is able to reduce the PS outage probability. Moreover, later, in Section 7, we show that the SS power control also improves the SS mean spatial throughput.
Here, we examine the effect of truncated channel inversion power control on the PS outage performance. Fig. 6 . The PS outage probability versus the path-loss exponent with various approximations for Rayleigh fading. Simulation parameters are presented in Table 2 and in Section 8.
Similar to the argument in Section 3, here we defineÅ s ¼ fX i ; i ! 1g as a set that includes the locations of the SS transmitters. SetÅ s is homogenous PPP with density s . Each point X i 2Å s is marked by the fading pair ðg ss;i ; g sp;i Þ to produce a new set Å s ¼ fðX i ; g ss;i ; g sp;i Þ j X i 2Å s ; i ! 1g. The marking corresponding to each point is independent from the others due to three following reasons: 1) the independency of the fading of the channel between different SS transmitters located at X i , i ¼ 1; 2; . . . , and the PS receiver located at the origin, i.e., g sp;i , 2) the independency of the fading of the channel between the SS transmitter and its receiver located at X i , i ¼ 1; 2; . . . , i.e., g ss;i , and 3) the independency between g sp;i and g ss;i for each point X i , i ¼ 1; 2; . . . Therefore, it is straightforward to show that Å s is a homogenous PPP with density s f g ðg ss Þf g ðg sp Þ. We define ! Å s ¼ fðX i ; g ss;i ; g sp;i Þ j X i 2Å s ; D i ¼ 1; i ! 1g as a set including the location of the SS transmitters with miss detection. The Coloring Theorem [7] shows that ! Å s is a homogenous PPP.
In truncated channel inversion, the SS receiver i feedbacks g ss;i to the corresponding transmitter; then, the transmitter adjusts its power based on
where T is a system parameter indicating the minimum required received power strength at the SS receiver i. In this strategy, the SS transmitter i adjusts its transmit power, subject to its maximum transmission power constraint, so that the received power at its receiver is kept equal to T . In (19) , y i is the distance between receiver i and the secondary transmitter, where for brevity we assume y i ¼ y, 8i. The considered truncated channel inversion power control may be considered as an combination of the channel inversion power control and threshold based power control mechanisms considered in [16] . In the following study, we derive enough tight approximation of the PS outage probability. The density of transmitters belonging to set ! Å s is ¼ s e . In this case, a closed-form expression of the PS outage probability may not be accessible. Thus, for W ( I , utilizing the proposed analysis in Section 4, we derive a tight approximation for the PS outage probability in Appendix VII, available in the online supplemental material: 
Simulation results in Section 8 show that P p out ð1Þ is a tight approximation of the PS outage probability.
COOPERATIVE SPECTRUM SENSING
Here, we examine the developed framework to the cooperative sensing scenario. In cooperative sensing, the SS transmitters/sensors share their sensing knowledge with each other to improve the sensing performance. Cooperative spectrum sensing schemes are categorized into two following categories: centralized and decentralized. In the centralized cooperative spectrum sensing, all SS transmitters/sensors send their spectrum sensing data to a central decision making entity that is called data fusion center to evaluate the spectrum availability.
In the decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing, SS transmitters share their sensing information with the adjacent SS transmitters. Based on the aggregated sensing information, the spectrum availability is evaluated. Here, we analyze both centralized and decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing schemes. We utilize models in Section 3.
Centralized Cooperative Spectrum Sensing
The fusion center utilizes a rule to evaluate the spectrum state based on the sensed data. A survey on the spectrum sensing methods can be found in, for example, [35] . Here, for instance, we focus only on AND rule as well as voting rule.
Based on the AND rule, if all received sensing data from the SS transmitters indicate idle state, the fusion center evaluates the spectrum as idle.
In the fusion center, we define D ¼ P Proposition 5. Consider a centralized cooperative spectrum sensing based on AND rule with large enough number of sensed data, where the individual miss detection probability for each secondary transmitter is 0 < < 1. In such system, the density of the SS transmitters with miss detection is zero.
Proof. See Appendix VIII, available in the online supplemental material. t u Proposition 5 shows that although miss detection is probable at each SS transmitter, utilizing centralized cooperative spectrum sensing, the SS network acts such that miss detection is not probable. Note that accurate idle state estimation with centralized cooperative spectrum sensing is achieved with the cost of imposing a huge signaling overhead. In practice, however, using only one data fusion center may not be possible; therefore, considering multiple data fusion centers is more appropriate.
In practice, AND rule lies on the pessimistic side from the SS performance point of view. Indeed, although the actual density of the secondary transmitters with miss detection experience approaches to zero, it may reversely cause the related false alarm probability tends 1. As a result, many of the secondary transmitters may experience false alarm almost all the time. Consequently, the OSA may fail to gain reasonable spectral efficiency.
To tackle this issue, assume the data fusion center identifies the spectrum as an idle through M-out-of-Nð ! Å s Þ rule; if it receives more than M availability indicators, where 0 M Nð ! Å s Þ, the spectrum status is evaluated as idle; otherwise, it is evaluated as busy. In the following, we briefly study the impact of this rule on the PS outage probability. For mathematical tractability, we assume that the secondary network is geographically located into a disk centered at the origin with radius d ) 
Consequently, is
reduces to s . By increasing d to infinity for any finite value of M, the fusion center may receive, with high probability, larger than M indicators standing for the availability of the spectrum. In fact, secondary transmitters located far from the primary transmitter usually experience miss detection. As a result, if the network covers IR 2 , for given M < Nð ! Å s Þ the M-out-of-Nð ! Å s Þ-rule does not provide any benefits on reducing the density of the secondary transmitters with miss detection experience.
In practical cases, where the network is in fact located in a region with finite area, the equivalent miss detection probability observed in the secondary network is eq ¼ 1 À e
. Parameter eq can be smaller or higher than by choosing proper value for M corresponding to given s and d. The above results are also verified through the simulations in Section 8. In this case, a tradeoff between the desirable false alarm probability, i.e., the SS spectral efficiency, and the equivalent miss detection probability, i.e., the PS outage probability, can be established, but it is out of the scope of this paper.
For the voting rule discussed above, we also present the following remarks:
Remark 7. Note that it is easy to verify that by letting M ! Nð ! Å s Þ and d ! 1, the same result as of Proposition 5 is obtained.
Remark 8. In Section 8, through the simulations, we observe that the PS outage probability with M-out-of-Nð ! Å s Þ rule exposes two following distinct behaviors. For secondary transmitter density, s , smaller than critical density, Ã s ðMÞ, the SS acts similar to a network with miss detection probability near to zero. Nevertheless, in the case that s > Ã s ðMÞ the secondary network acts similar to a network with miss detection probability one. More details can be found in Fig. 11 . We can assume that the PS outage probability behaves similar to Uð s À Ã s ðMÞÞ where this approximation is tight for M ) 1. For the case of Rayleigh fading, we can evaluate that an estimate Ã s ðMÞ will be the solution of the following nonlinear equation (see Appendix IX, available in the online supplemental material):
For M Ã ¼ 20 and simulations parameters of Section 8, we find that 
Decentralized Cooperative Spectrum Sensing
In decentralized spectrum sensing, each SS transmitter shares its sensed data with all transmitters located in its neighborhood. Here, we again take AND rule as an example, in which in transmitter i, the spectrum is evaluated as idle if all received sensed data as well as the sensed data in the transmitter i evaluate the spectrum status as idle. We assume that each SS transmitter can share its sensed information inside a circular neighborhood with radius R c . We refer to R c as the cooperation radius. Thus, all the SS transmitters that are located inside this circle are able to receive the sensed data.
In [23] , authors employ the decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing through amplify-and-forward relaying of the out-of-band bacon signal, broadcasted by the primary receiver. Each secondary transmitter broadcasts the received bacon signal to the other transmitters falling in a circular neighborhood with radius R s . However, in their analysis, the spatial density of transmitters with miss detection in [23] needs numerical evaluation of double integrals. Furthermore, they only presented their results for the case where R c is small enough.
Our analysis, on the other hand, is general enough to cover any range of R c . Moreover, we derive a closed-form expression of the spatial density of secondary transmitters with miss detection, and mathematically proved that for large enough s employing decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing the obtained PS outage probability is dramatically reduced comparing to the cases without cooperation. The main result on decentralized spectrum sensing is presented in the following proposition:
Proposition 6. For a decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing based on AND rule with cooperation radius of R c , the density of the SS transmitter with miss detection event is obtained as
Proof. See Appendix X, available in the online supplemental material. t u Remark 9. It is seen that a decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing based on individual spectrum sensing procedures with detection probability is equivalent to noncooperative spectrum sensing with an individual spectrum sensing procedure having miss detection probability of eq ¼ e Àð1ÀÞsR 2 c < . Note that if R c ! 1, then ! 0, and the negative impact of the SS on the PS is completely vanished. In this case, the centralized and decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing act similarly.
Remark 10. As we also show by simulation in Section 8, due to increasing s , two different behaviors are demonstrated by the PS outage probability. On one hand, if the density of the SS transmitters is small enough, by increasing s from zero to s , the outage probability of the PS is increased. In this region, the PS outage probability follows the same pattern as was obtained in Section 3. On the other hand, for s > s , the PS outage probability decreases by increasing s . In the case that s < s , the number of SS nodes are not enough to establish an effective cooperative spectrum sensing. Therefore, cooperative spectrum sensing does not make enough improvement to decrease the PS outage probability. However, in the case that s > s , cooperative spectrum sensing effectively reduces the PS outage probability. This is because of the fact that each SS transmitter is able to share its sensing knowledge with the other transmitters.
It is easy to verify that the PS outage probability for the case of Rayleigh fading
is a convex function respect to s . The amount of s can then be obtained by taking differentiation with respect to s and letting the result equal to zero as
Remark 11. For small enough values of s , the PS outage probability with and without centralized cooperative spectrum sensing performs almost identically. Therefore, it is necessary to find the critical spatial density cr s ðÁÞ that for s > cr s ðÁÞ centralized cooperative spectrum sensing benefits the SS in reducing the PS outage probability. Here, Á ( 1 is the gap between the PS outage probability with and without centralized cooperation. For the case of Rayleigh fading, Proposition 1 holds
where eq ¼ e 
SS PERFORMANCE
So far, we study the outage probability of the PS and examine the impact of the power control mechanism and cooperative spectrum sensing on it. In this section, we briefly study the performance of the SS. Here, we are interested in knowing the impact of PS outage probability on the SS performance. We also want to know the effect of power control mechanism and cooperative spectrum sensing on the SS performance. Due to space limitation, we briefly study the mean spatial throughput of the SS. For other potential performance measures, refer to [16] and [12] and references therein.
Note that the SS is able to gain throughput not only in correctly detected spectrum holes, but also during miss detection experiences. The SS performance in miss detection depends among other things on mutual interference among secondary nodes as well as the interference imposed at the secondary receivers due to PS operations. The latter can complicate our analysis; thus, for brevity, we only focus in examining the performance of the SS in correctly detected spectrum holes. Notice that secondary nodes far from primary transmitters can highly gain throughput in miss detection experiences; thus, the presented analysis here only demonstrated a lower bound of the available SS spatial throughput.
First of all, we focus on the system model considered in Section 3.2, a secondary system without power control mechanism and cooperation. Utilizing results of Proposition 2, we are able to compute maximum secondary transmitter density, Ã s , for given outage probability constraint and miss detection probability . Note that based on the obtained results in Sections 3.3 and 4, we are able to compute s , the secondary transmitters with truly detected spectrum holes form a homogenous PPP with density ð1 À Þ s . We define SINR s;i as the SINR at the ith receiver. T ðy; ð1 À Þ Ã s Þ is then defined as the mean spatial throughput of node i that is obtained as follows [12] , [36] :
Similar to what we have derived for the PS outage probability can be obtained for evaluating Pflogð1 þ SINR s;i Þ > rg. For a given set B 2 IR 2 with jBj ¼ 1 and noting Palm distribution, the spatial throughput is then obtained as [12] 
which is equal to ð1 À Þ s T ðy; ð1 À Þ s Þ. Here, we solve the following optimization problem:
For the case that Ã Ã s ¼ ½0; 1Þ, authors in [9] and [12] have derived the optimal solution. In this paper, we only study the spatial throughput of the SS through the simulations. Only different aspects of the above optimization versus the others formulated in the cases of power control mechanism and cooperative spectrum sensing are highlighted. Let Ã indicate the set of allowable secondary transmitter density with power control mechanism, centralized cooperative spectrum sensing, and decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing, respectively. For these cases, we have . Note that PS outage probability with power control mechanism is larger than that of decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing for moderate and large s (see Fig. 12 ). So, we can conclude that
On the other hand, in the case of centralized cooperative spectrum sensing, miss detection probability is zero; thus, surfing the typical ROC, we have C ¼ 1. Notice that in centralized AND rule with n collaborative secondary users, C ¼ 1 À ð1 À Þ n approaches zero if n ! 1, thus G ÃC ¼ 0. In fact, with high probability, we can often find secondary transmitters that wrongly consider an idle spectrum as busy. This indicates that although centralized AND rule successfully vanishes any potential threats to primary receiver, its throughput performance is zero.
For the case of decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing and for given s 2 Ã ÃD s following the same lines of argument as in Proposition 6, we suggest that
The truncated power control (19) utilizes the randomness of the channel fading to transmit on good fading realizations. This results in reducing the PS outage probability. Thus, intuitively, there holds Ã ð1 À Þ s . As a result, power control results in reducing the effective aggregated interference at each secondary receiver imposed by transmitting of the other secondary transmitters. Note that for each secondary link, the corresponding rate will be increased due to improving the attended received signal as well as decreasing the effect of aggregated interference. Consequently, we anticipate that power control can dramatically enhance the mean spatial of secondary throughput.
SIMULATION STUDIES
In this section, simulation results are compared to the obtained analytical derivations in this paper. In our simulations, we adopt the Monte Carlo method with sufficient number of iterations. The main simulation parameters are presented in Table 2 . The primary receiver is fixed and located at the origin. The number of the secondary users in the secondary network is the output of a Poisson distribution with mean value s . Secondary users are uniformly distributed on a plane. To highlight the difference between the mathematical derivations and simulation results, the background noise power is considered higher than usual. Fig. 7 presents the PS outage probability versus the SS transmitters density, s . Here, we assume that all the SS transmitters have the same ROC curve, we further fix ¼ 0:05. In case of no SS transmitter, Fig. 7 indicates that the outage probability of the PS remains constant by increasing s . As it is expected, in the presence of a SS network, it is also seen that by increasing s , the outage probability of the PS is also increased. Indeed, by increasing In Fig. 7 , we also compare analytical and simulation results. As it is seen, by considering the background noise power, there is a gap between the simulations and analytical results. This gap is mostly eliminated when s is increased. This is mainly due to considering a higher than usual background noise in the simulation. Note that in the derivations, the background noise was ignored. The gap is decreased since for higher s , the share of the background noise in the total interference is decreased.
PS Outage Probability
For the case where there is no spectrum sharing, it is seen that the analytical result is below the actual P p out . This is mainly due to ignoring the background noise. Therefore, this figure suggests that ignoring the background noise is acceptable only when the amount of s is sufficiently high. It must be noted that here, a disk with radius 5,000 meter is considered; however, the analytical derivations are obtained for IR 2 , i.e., infinite radius. This is the reason that there is some differences between the analytical and simulation results for higher values of s . Simulations results without background noise are also presented in Fig. 7 , in this case the analytical results follow the simulations closely.
Path-Loss Singularity Phenomena
As it was also mentioned in Section 2, the considered distance-dependent path-loss model gets infinite values by approaching the distance among some SS transmitters and the PS receiver to zero which is known as the path-loss singularity phenomena. Here, we show that this phenomena has only negligible impact on the analytical and simulation results presented in this paper. To do this, as [37] and [11] , let us consider three different distance-dependent path-loss models: lðx; yÞ ¼ kx À yk À , lðx; yÞ ¼ ð1 þ kx À ykÞ À , and lðx; yÞ ¼ ðmaxf1; kx À ykgÞ À ; we refer to these models as systems I, II, and III, respectively.
In Fig. 8 , the PS outage probability versus the SS transmitter density is plotted for three different path-loss exponent. Note that in this illustration, the effect of ambient thermal noise is not considered. Therefore, the obtained results are not in contrast to the results presented in Fig. 6 . As Fig. 8 also indicates, these three systems achieve almost the same PS outage probability as it was stated in Section 2. As it is observed in this case, the simulated result and P p out ð1Þ are very close; therefore, P p out ð1Þ gives a tight approximation of the PS outage probability. Here, it is seen that the presented lower bound, P l;p out and P p out ð2Þ are also tight enough to approximate the PS outage probability. As a result, the presented approach to approximate the PS outage probability studied in Section 4 is also applicable to the systems with power control.
Here, we verify the presented results for the cooperative spectrum sensing in Section 6. Fig. 10 presents the PS outage probability versus the SS transmitter density for the system including centralized and decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing. First, we consider the centralized case. Proposition 6 anticipates the density of the SS transmitter with miss detection experience approaches to zero in this case. Therefore, the PS outage probability actually reduces to the case that the aggregate interference at the PS receiver is zero. The simulation results also confirm our analytical results, although there is a gap between the analytical and simulation results that decreases to zero by increasing s . For the case of the decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing, Fig. 10 also indicates that the analytical and simulation results follow almost the same pattern.
The impact of the cooperative spectrum sensing consisting the M-out-of-N voting rule at the fusion center is illustrated in Fig. 11 . Fig. 7 . The PS outage probability versus the density of the SS transmitters, s , for ¼ 0:05, N 0 B ¼ 0; 10 À8 . Fig. 8 . The PS outage probability versus the density of the SS transmitters for three different path-loss models ignoring ambient noise effect. Fig. 9 . The PS outage probability versus the density of the SS transmitters for systems with power control mechanism ignoring ambient noise effect.
In this figure, we present the PS outage probability versus the SS transmitter density considering different values of M. As it is observed, for the small values of M, M ( 1;000, the M-out-of-N voting rule puts the secondary system with miss detection probability < 1 at the same place as ¼ 1. Using this rule, the data fusion identifies the spectrum as idle in cases where M separate indicators are standing for the idle spectrum. Here, in the outage point of view, the secondary network acts similar to the case if all secondary users experience miss detection.
For large enough values of M, however, i.e., M ! 1;000, Fig. 11 suggests a phase transition in the behavior of the PS outage probability. There is a critical Ã s ðMÞ where for s Ã s ðMÞ the actual density of secondary transmitters with miss detection experience, tends to zero. For the case that s > Ã s ðMÞ, the effectiveness of the spectrum sensing is completely vanishes, i.e., the density of the SS transmitters with miss detection experience approaches s . Fig. 12 shows the PS outage probability versus the SS transmitter density. As it is seen, by utilizing power control strategy, in this case the truncated channel inversion with T ¼ 20N 0 B, the PS outage probability is significantly decreased where the gap is increased by increasing s . In this figure, we also plot the PS outage probability when the centralized cooperative spectrum sensing is adopted in the SS. As we expect in this case, the PS outage probability is reduced to the case that there is no spectrum sharing. For the decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing, two different behaviors are observed. For small enough s , the outage probability follows the same pattern when cooperative sensing is not adopted. This is due the fact that there is not enough SS transmitters to establish an effective distributed cooperative sensing. However, for large enough s , it is seen that the outage probability acts similar to the centralized cooperative spectrum sensing. Therefore, centralized and decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing achieve almost the same performance where the SS transmitters density is large enough.
SS Performance
In this section, we study the spatial throughput of the SS. As it was also mentioned in Section 7 in our analysis, we only focus on the mean spatial throughput obtained in correctly sensed spectrum holes. Fig. 13 shows the impact of the density of the SS transmitters on the spatial throughput. Here, we set ¼ 0:05. Note that for more clarity, we depict G ÃC þ 0:05 and G Ã D þ 0:01. As it can be seen for ¼ 0:05, we have For centralized and decentralized spectrum sensing, the false alarm probabilities are zero; thus, no mean spatial throughput is obtained. For better illustration, we also depict the case of G Ã and G ÃD in Fig. 14 . As it can be seen for small values of s , the decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing outperforms G Ã . This is mainly due to the fact that the primary outage probability adopting cooperation is smaller than the latter. Fig. 15 demonstrates the impact of on the mean spatial throughput of the SS. As it can be seen, the larger is, the larger G Ã will be. This is mainly because of expanding the Fig. 11 . The PS outage probability versus the density of the SS Fig. 12 . The PS outage probability versus the density of the SS transmitters for systems with/without power control and centralized and decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing. Fig. 13 . The SS spatial throughput versus the density of the SS transmitters for system with/without power control and centralized and decentralized spectrum sensing ignoring ambient noise effect. Fig. 10 . The PS outage probability versus the density of the SS transmitters for systems with centralized and decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing.
interval Ã Ã . Conducting power control mechanism, we find out that this event happens for small value of ; thus, for outage constraints larger than 0.1, G ÃP stays almost constant. Indeed, for > 0:05 interval Ã ÃP always contains value of Ã that maximizes (30) . This happens very soon in the case of decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing. Indeed, G ÃD so soon reaches its maximum; however, the amount of its maximum is too low compared to G ÃP due to small false alarm probability. For all , we obviously have G ÃC ¼ 0. For G Ã increasing increases its amount. This is due to expanding the support interval Ã Ã s .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we utilized stochastic geometry to analyze the PS outage performance for spectrum sharing in Rayleigh fading environment. Using this approach, the impacts of the SS parameters and wireless environment on the PS outage probability were analyzed. We further obtained a closed form for the PS outage probability. The maximum SS transmitter node density for a given outage probability constraint of the PS was then calculated. The obtained maximum density of the SS transmitters extends our vision on the essential SS parameters that adjusting them enables us to guarantee the performance of the PS.
Moreover, we extended our analysis to the case that the secondary network is facilitated with a power control strategy and showed that even a simple power control mechanism, for example, truncated channel inversion significantly decreases the PS outage probability. Cases with centralized and decentralized AND-rule cooperative spectrum sensing were also considered, and their corresponding PS outage probabilities were also analyzed. It was shown that in the centralized cooperative spectrum sensing, the SS transmitters density with miss detection approached to zero. However, in the decentralized cooperative spectrum sensing by increasing the SS transmitters density, the negative impact of the SS on the PS is decreased. Simulations results confirmed our analytical derivations.
We also studied issues about the SS mean spatial throughput. We investigated the impact of the secondary transmitter density and the PS outage constraint of the spatial throughput on the SS. Moreover, truncated power control mechanism was able to enhance the SS spatial throughput. Fig. 15 . SS spatial throughput versus the PS outage constraint for system with/without power control and centralized and decentralized spectrum sensing ignoring ambient noise. Fig. 14 . The SS spatial throughput versus the density of the SS transmitters for system with/without decentralized spectrum sensing ignoring ambient noise effect.
